UX Design Challenge

The Challenge

“Your school wants to strengthen the community by encouraging experienced
students to connect with new students and help them adjust to campus life.
Design an experience that allows mentors and mentees to discover each other.
Consider the needs of both mentors and mentees, including how someone may
become a mentor and how to connect mentors to mentees.”
- 2020 Google Design Challenge

Introducing

Peer mentoring platform for
students at IUPUI where
Mentors meet Mentees

Design Framework
I have structured my Design process into 5 phases and planned to finish one phase a day to finish the
challenge on time.
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Phase 1

Discovery
Formative Research

Context
Understanding Prompt
How Might We statement
Research Questions
Desktop study
Interviews
Survey
Competitive analysis

Context

I am considering my school IUPUI as a reference for
this project. The later part of my research will be
based on this setting and I will try to understand the
active mentoring programs at IUPUI on how the
experienced students are recruited to mentor the
new students and learn about how these programs
operate. There are 10+ active mentoring programs
on campus.

Understanding the prompt
Breaking the prompt by each sentence and making since of it to understand it better. I have generated
multiple how might we for each sentence that would help me frame my research

How might we …
strengthen the student community at the university by building connections
encouraging experienced students to connect and help new students
help new students adjust to campus life
facilitate mentors and mentees to discover each other
fulfil the needs of both mentors and mentees
regulate someone becoming a mentor
connect mentors to mentees

…with the help of a common online platform?

How Might We statement
After diverging in the problem space I converged and developed an overarching How might we
statement to create a focused direction to my research.

Who

What

Who

How might we help the new students to connect with experienced students by
designing a platform where they can collaborate and communicate.
How

Research Questions
I have generated some research questions based on the HMW statements to facilitate my research
further. These questions serve as an initial framework for my interviews and desktop research.
Strengthen the student community
Does the university have an active community where the current students mentor the new students?
Is it a common platform for the new students to contact their seniors?
Is the interaction on these platforms one-on-one or a group discussion?
How does one access this community and get enrolled into that?

Encouraging experienced students
Does the experienced students receive any incentives for helping their peers?
Does mentoring benefit the experienced students in building their career?
Why would someone volunteer to become a mentor?

New students adjusting to campus life
What are the issues that a new student might face while joining a university?
What kinds of help does they require from the experienced students?
How aware are the new students about the campus life?
From when does the new students need mentoring/assistance while joining a university?

becoming a mentor
What are the requirements to qualify a student to become a mentor?
What are the responsibilities of a mentor?
Do the experienced students volunteer to mentor new students even after
graduating?

Connecting with each other
Are there any platforms currently at the university which support this interaction?
If there are any such platforms, how does one join that platform/group?
How often does the members interact with each other on the platform?
What is the medium (online/in person) they are comfortable talking to new people?
What are the methods employed by the university to facilitate mentoring?

Discovering each other
How does the new students find the students currently studying at the university?
How does a new student decide whom them want as a mentor?
What are the qualities that a new student look for in a mentor?
How does a mentor find new students to help with the issues that he has experienced when he was
new?
How does the new students search for current students at the university?

Fulfilling the needs
When do they need the help from the experienced students?
How does a mentor identify if the new student has an issue?
How does the mentor address new student’s issues?
How does a mentor react to unknown issues raised by the new student?

Desktop study
To my surprise there are 10+ active mentoring programs on campus which have their own portals to
enroll as a mentor or a mentee.

The International Peer
Mentoring Program
They have an online portal to apply
to be a mentor or join as a mentee.
A mentee need to apply as soon as
they get an admit. Mentors are
matched with the mentees.

IUPUI Mentoring Academy
This program facilitates mentoring
for faculty who are new to
academia, long-time IUPUI faculty
members, or anywhere in between.

21st Century Scholars
Peer Mentoring Program

University College
mentors Program

National Mentoring
Symposium

They want students to Email them
their applications. They don’t
provide a list of available mentors
on their website for the mentees to
chose and decide.

This organization hosts several
mentoring programs on behalf of
the IUPUI student body. They cater
to students from different cultural
and professional backgrounds

It supplies mentors with timely
information for today's students and
highlights three tracks of
presentations for peer (student)
mentors, faculty, and staff.

IUPUI Graduate Mentoring
Center

O'Neill School mentor
match Program

It provides resources and
opportunities for faculty and staff to
strengthen their skills in mentoring
graduate and professional students.

It is an online mentoring community
that matches students with mentors
based on interests, backgrounds,
academic interests, and career
goals.

Community
Engagement Mentoring
Mentors will discuss academic
goals, challenges, and support
positive decision making with 6-12th
grade students statewide

Interviews
Putting myself in the user’s shoes.
To fully empathize with the users by understanding the journey and pain points in their experience. I
have interviewed with 6 students who would be the potential users. I have chosen participants from
different categories to get a holistic understanding of the problem space. I have recorded the
interviews and used the insights to generate affinity diagram, journey maps with pain points, personas,
and build a problem statement from them which are presented in the next phase.

2 Active mentors
(currently mentoring at the IPM Program on campus)

1 New International UG student
(recently moved to the US, is a part of the IPM Program)

1 Grad student
(Informal mentor, mentoring students on a WhatsApp group )

2 New International Grad students
(recently moved to the US, are a part of a WhatsApp mentoring)

Competitive Analysis – Mentoring Apps
Based on the insight from the interviews with the new and the experienced students at IUPUI, I
learned that the students basically use three platforms for interaction. So my moto is to understand
how they currently interact using these platform and learn the liked features, drawback, and the
gaps and use them as an opportunity to address those problem in the solution.

WhatsApp
messenger

From the interviews, I
found that the primary
mode of communication
between the mentors and
the mentees is done on
WhatsApp. While it is
great for group chats, it
lacks the functionality of
scheduling and exploring
other events and keeping
track of them. It is a key
finding for me as it give
me a base to build my
design solution.

Yocket

Although mentoring is not
the core feature of their
product, Yocket helps
international students
with the pre-arrival
mentoring on things like
helping with connecting
students with experienced
students studying abroad,
group discussion, things to
carry, etc.

Facebook
Mentorship

Mentorship is available
within select groups.
Group members can
choose their mentorship
partner and get
one-on-one support from
another group member.
Both mentors and
mentees need to submit
information about
themselves and the topics
they need help with. The
system then matches the
mentees with mentors
based on commonalities.

Phase 2

Defining

Users
Existing process
Journey map
Affinity map
Persona
Research insights
Problem statement

Target Users and Stakeholders
I have identified the key users and stakeholders that are involved in the program to make our
design based on how each user from different category involves and interacts in the process.

Students

Sponsors

Coordinators

Mentors

Mentees

All the students
are welcome to
attend the open
events

The organization that
provide funds for the
events.

Looking after the smooth
functioning of the
program

Any student
currently enrolled
at the university

International
Undergraduate
Students.

Existing process
After talking to one of the coordinators at the IPMP Mentoring program, I understood the
mentoring process they follow, and I have created a flow map of it to identify opportunities for
design.

Enrolling as a
Mentee

Matching
mentor
with
mentee

Mentor and mentee
meeting

Journey Map
Phases in
the process

Experience

User goals

Process

Problems

Ideas /
Opportunities

Affinity Map
Synthesizing the enormous data collected from interviews, surveys, desktop research,
competitive analysis, existing process, and journey maps into an affinity map and categorizing
them into groups.

Persona
New Students

Chirag Dutta
19 years :Age
1st year undergrad student :Occupation
Mumbai, India :Location
“I don’t know anyone here as I am new to this
place, It would be great if someone could help me
to settle down in this new place.”

Experienced Students

Jesse Gordon
Age: 23 years
Occupation: 3rd year undergrad student
and mentor at IPMP
Location: Indianapolis, USA
“I struggle keeping track of my scheduled
mentoring sessions with the mentees and
manage my class time and session times.”

Introvert

Extrovert

Introvert

Extrovert

Intuitive

Sensing

Intuitive

Sensing

Thinking

Feeling

Thinking

Feeling

Judging

Perceiving

Judging

Perceiving

Motivation:
This is my first time in the US, and I need
assistance in adjusting to the campus life as it
is a fresh start for me to build friends and a
career. Having a mentor to guide is beneficial

Frustration:
I find it hard to explore the the mentoring
programs on campus and it is also difficult to
decide which program to be enrolled with.

Motivation:
I love to guide international students who
moved recently and help them feel
comfortable staying on campus. It also adds to
my resume which will be helpful in my career.

Frustration:
I find it frustrating to use multiple platforms to
perform each task like one app for mentors
group another app for team and another app
to schedule events.

Insights
Converting the collected data into actionable insights that will guide the design decisions. I
choose three major pain points stated by the mentors and mentee that I would like to address
in the solution.

1

2

3

Mentors need a
common platform
to perform all the
tasks related to the
mentoring program

Both Mentors and
Mentees both need
an Event planning
and notifying/
reminding system.

Mentees need a
common platform
to explore all the
active mentoring
programs.

Both and Mentees in the interview,
Mentors mentioned that they missed
out on a few events since they were
not reminded or missed the events.

Mentees (International students)
often are not aware of the mentoring
programs on campus until they reach
the university and they need more
assistance when they are still at their
home.

Mentors at IPMP use Trello to
collaborate with other mentors and
use Emails and WhatsApp to
communicate with their mentees.
They also said that they want a
system to track Events timeline.

Problem Statement

New/Incoming students at IUPUI need an accessible, transparent, and a
common platform that supports the formal mentoring offered by the university
and informal mentoring offered by students on messaging app like WhatsApp.
The current process adopted uses multiple platforms to function which makes it
difficult for both parties to collaborate and communicate efficiently.

Phase 3

Ideation

Brainstorming
Storyboard
Sketching
Wireframe

Brainstorming
To put all the insights gathered from the research into action a rigorously brainstorming
session is performed to generate ideas on what the user needs in the application which I
present here as functional requirements.

The application shall…
1.

Help the users to discover all active mentoring
programs (formal/informal) on campus.

2.

Display events happening in other mentoring
programs as stories.

3.

Facilitate the mentors and mentees to
communicate and collaborate for gathering
opinions and scheduling events.

4.

Notify the users about the upcoming event as
per schedule.

5.

Display the profiles of members in the
program to learn more about them.

6.

Have an option to vote for the things they like
to be in the event.

Storyboard

Sketching initial app

Wireframe

Phase 4

Prototyping

Paper prototype
Feedback
low fidelity prototype
User flow

Paper Prototype

Paper Prototype – Feedback
After testing out the initial paper prototype with a few users I could realize the flaws in the app
that acts as a base for my first iteration. A few points that the users mentioned are,

• I would like to use some filters for search as it
gives me more control over the search results.
• There is no option to see the mentor group that I
have enrolled to on the page.
• The discussion board could be missed out
because of its placement in the bottom as it can
get lost in the rest of the chat bubbles.

Low-Fidelity Prototype

Login
This app uses conventional method for Login
that is through University username and
passphrase with a second level security with
DUO mobile.
The login is made to look like the existing
university apps’ sign in so that the users would
already know what credential to enter in the
fields.

Low-Fidelity Prototype

Home
The home page is a dashboard setup where the
user can see the important things that would
matter most to them. This helps the user to
quickly grasp the information they need without
digging deep into the app.
This page has a search bar to discover
mentoring programs on campus and follow them.
The upcoming events section displays the
events from the mentoring programs that the
student follow and below that is the link to the
mentor groups they are enrolled. At the bottom
there is a schedule card that notifies the user
about current days tasks.

Low-Fidelity Prototype

Program Profile
The Program page displays information related
to the program like the name, about, members
group and their upcoming events. This would
give the students a basic understanding of how
the program functions and join the program if
they are interested.
The students can either follow the page to get
events updates from them or apply to get
enrolled into the program.

Low-Fidelity Prototype

Schedule
The user’s scheduled events show up in the
calendar format and they can scroll through
different days of months to see if they have any
events/meetings with mentors and plan the days
accordingly.
They can filter through the categories like
events, meetings and personal tabs to get more
specific data.

Low-Fidelity Prototype

Timeline
The collapsed schedule view would act as a
timeline of the events where the users can scroll
through the past events and make any notes
from the past events.
This feature is mostly useful for the mentors as
they are supposed to report back to the
coordinators by sending them report about the
event. It helps them track the past event to make
the future events better.

Low-Fidelity Prototype

Chat
The user can communicate with people and
mentors that they are connected to. The mentors
have a group of 10-15 people on a group with
whom they must communicate the events and
meeting schedules pertaining to that group and
plan events by asking opinions from the group
members to decide the event for the week.
Important cards from the chat are shown on the
top so the user does not miss out on them in a
long list of unread messages. They can interact
with it even without going through the chat.

Low-Fidelity Prototype

Polling Board
This Board is pinned to the top of the chat
window which needs the user's attention and
interact with it. It contains boards like opinion
board, polling board, going to the event board,
and event reminders.
The mentors create a board for the mentees to
voice out their opinion on certain things and
make a collective decision by voting for their
desired event type by choosing the option.

Low-Fidelity Prototype

Side Navigation
The Side Navigation gives user access to not
much used functions of the application which
structures the basic functioning of the app.
The profile section is filled out while signing into
the app. The mentor match is used when the user
wants to find a mentor based on a specific issue
and look for people who might have experienced
the issue and could help them. Contacts
maintain a list of people that the users are
connected with on the app.

Low-Fidelity Prototype

User’s Profile
The profile page has the user's key information
like their country, since people from different
countries are the ones that require mentoring to
adapt to new places, Languages they speak, their
study major, and interests.
This data will be used to make an initial match
with a mentor that aligns with the user and
connect them to get guidance from the matched
mentor.

Low-Fidelity Prototype – User Flow

Phase 5

Evaluation

Task analysis
Usability Testing
Key Takeaways

Task Analysis
Tasks
Navigate to a mentor
program page and
‘Follow’ them.

User 1

User 2

SUCCESS

Clicked on ‘Your
mentor programs’

User 3

User 4

SUCCESS

SUCCESS

SUCCESS

Check your schedule
for today

SUCCESS

SUCCESS

Vote your choice on
the discussion board

SUCCESS

Could not locate the
discussion board

Go to your profile page
and add interests

SUCCESS

SUCCESS

SUCCESS
SUCCESS

Clicked on the
calendar icon to
see schedule

SUCCESS
Said it was hard to
find at first

SUCCESS

SUCCESS
Took a while to see
the edit option

SUCCESS

I performed this test to verify if the users can navigate through the application or if they have
issues or find it difficult to use it . A few users said that majority of the small issues could be
avoid with the use of colors and images.

Usability Testing
After finishing the tasks, users were given out the usability questionnaire provided by
usability.gov to verify the usability of the application.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

I think that I would like to use this system frequently.
I found the system unnecessarily complex.
I thought the system was easy to use.
I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this
system.
I found the various functions in this system were well integrated.
I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.
I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly.
I found the system very cumbersome to use.
I felt very confident using the system.
I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

SUS Score

Grade

82.5%

B+

Note that 68 is the average SUS score. A score
of 75 is better than about 73% of SUS scores

Key Takeaways
The key takeaways from the qualitative and quantitative data captured from the Task analysis,
Think-Aloud, and Usability testing are

• Make the search bar more specific by
adding filters and limiting it to search
different mentoring programs and their
events on campus.
• Make each section feel independent by
spacing them appropriately to make it look
like different sections especially on home
page.
• The Discussion board on the chat page
should be relocated to a place where it is
not ignored.

Final Design - Style Guide

The colors present throughout the campus are picked
for the visual style that would fit into the ecosystem of
other apps.

Primary Colors
#7A1705

Background Colors
#EAEAEA

#FFFFFF

Accent Colors
#E3C567

Text Colors
#333333

Final Design – High Fidelity Prototype

Login Screen

Home page

Program page

Final Design – High Fidelity Prototype

Chat Window

Polling Board

Schedule page

Final Design – High Fidelity Prototype

Timeline page

Side Navigation

Profile page

Thank You!

